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Progress

I 09/11 – Overview of information extraction

I 16/11 – Entities, relations...

I 23/11 – Coreference, linking...

I 30/11 – From IE to automated knowledge graph construction

I 07/12 – IE annotations

I 14/12 – IE in a specialty domain
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Today: IE annotations

I Annotation guidelines

I The annotation process

I Good practices for corpus annotation

I The project
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Annotation guidelines



The annotation scheme: both a convention and a guide

I Main guidance given to annotators

I Provided with the corpus to help understand its annotations

I Just indicating the task does not suffice: too many variants

I Defines the syntax of annotations (format, vocabulary...) and
their semantics (scope of classes, encompassed cases, decision
criteria...)
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Example (outside IE): Universal Dependencies guidelines
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Example (in IE): ACE guidelines
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Writing annotation guidelines

I Need to cover all possible cases & configurations

I Need to be consistent across related configurations

I Need to be intuitive for annotators (easy to remember)

 Long-term work: often 1 year to build, then years to improve!

I Conveying ideas: with principles + with examples (prototypes,
minimal pairs, edge cases...)
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Questions to address: for NER, Mention detection...

I List and describe entity types

I Delineate the exact scope per type, formulate decision criteria
(e.g. when is “France” a LOC or an ORG)

I Nested or flat (keeping which entity)? Discontinuous entities?
Only named entities? Which PoS tags (only PROPNs, or also
PRONs...)?

I Guidance on span boundaries: how long should the mention
be, should it include determiners, modifiers...?

I ...
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Questions to address: for EL

I What entities to consider?

I What mentions to consider?

I What tolerance for near-identity?

I Treatment of unlinkable mentions

I ...
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Questions to address: for Open IE

I How implicit can a relation be?

I How redundant should triples be (e.g. one specific and one
generic)?

I How to choose argument boundaries?

I How to word implicit relations?

I ...
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WiRe57 annotation guidelines
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The annotation process



Annotation tools

I brat

I doccano

I More complex tools with automatic detection of
inconsistencies: e.g. QA4IE (Jimenez Silva et al., 2022)

I Active learning: the model itself selects the (hardest)
sentences to annotate
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The learning curve of annotators

I Guidelines are often hard to grasp until you have tried to apply
them

I Annotators need to acquire reflexes, know what patterns to be
careful of, get used to the annotation tool... a training per se

I The first portion (e.g. 10%) of annotations is always discarded
(reannotated at the end)

I It is not wasted: this is part of the process!
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Multiple annotators

I Annotators have their own biases, different understandings of
the guidelines...
↪→ Better annotations if spread over multiple annotators

I If budget allows: each annotator annotates the whole corpus
↪→ Adjudication: comparing each set of annotations,
discussing divergences, and choosing or merging them into a
shared annotation (+ potential update of guidelines)

I If not: assign different parts of the corpus to each annotator +
have them all annotate a given part

I If really not: single annotator + another individual annotating
just a small overlap for quality control
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Inter-annotator agreement (IAA)

I Computed on overlapping annotations: how often do
annotators agree, and is it more than expected based on their
natural biases?  chance-corrected agreement

I Cohen’s κ =
Agreementobserved−Agreementexpected

1−Agreementexpected

A B C
∑

A NA,A NA,B NA,C NA,∗

B NB,A NB,B NB,C NB,∗

C NC ,A NC ,B NC ,C NC ,∗∑
N∗,A N∗,B N∗,C N

Ao =
NA,A+NB,B+NC ,C

N

Ae =
NA,∗×N∗,A+NB,∗×N∗,B+NC ,∗×N∗,C

N∗N

I Krippendorff’s α = 1− Disagreementobserved
Disagreementexpected

, where disagreement
is quantified by a distance among annotations

I Low IAA (< 60%) can be OK: some tasks are just too
subjective, ambiguity can be real

I More reading: (Artstein & Poesio, 2008)
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IAA beyond classification

I Not straightforward! Not completely solved...

I Krippendorff’s α can be generalized, using an appropriate
distance function: see (Skjærholt, 2014), (Braylan et al., 2022)

I Often, approximated with F1 or similar metrics (ensuring
equivalent roles for predictions and references)

I When more than 2 annotators: can approximate by averaging
pairwise agreements
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https://aclanthology.org/P14-1088.pdf
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Intra-annotator agreement

I Annotators are not machines: it is normal to deviate

I Annotators get tired

I Annotators get influenced by previous sentences

I Annotators evolve in their understanding of the guidelines

↪→ Same computation but on the annotator’s own (repeated)
annotations
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Good practices for corpus annotation



Semi-automatic annotation & cognitive biases

I Usually much faster to fix automatically generated
annotations, rather than creating them from scratch
↪→ Start with a heuristic or a weak model to speed up
annotation

I But automation bias: humans over-rely on automated
suggestions
↪→ All annotators will resolve ambiguities the same way (the
machine’s), complex cases will not be properly analyzed
(defaulting to the suggestion)

I Always a trade-off, make some measurements to assess the risk
I Extra care when using as test data: unfair to evaluate a

system with data pre-annotated by the same system
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Benefits of disagreement

I If ambiguity is real, disagreement is legitimate

 do not penalize in test?

I For complex sentences, disagreement is an information

 useful for training?

↪→ Is adjudication always appropriate?
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Documenting a corpus

I Source of raw data (URL, dates...), any preprocessing, filtering

I Language, dialect, variety...

I Speaker information (age, gender, socioeconomic status...)

I Annotator information (age, gender, socioeconomic status,
background...)

I Format, annotation scheme, annotation process & quality

I License, contacts, version number

I ...
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Crowd-sourcing & Amazon Mechanical Turk

Technical challenges:

I Do the annotators have the necessary skills?
 design proficiency tests

I Are they doing the task seriously enough?
 regular checks with repeated inputs & tests

I Higher risk to get lazy
 monitor intra-annotator agreement carefully

I Less contact means less guidance: more efforts on the guidelines
I Annotations spread over many annotators: need more redundancy,

more complex adjudication

Ethical concerns:

I Pay? Working conditions?
I Often asked to report on those nowadays

↪→ Strict policy in some labs against using Mechanical Turk 21



Legal considerations

I Before distributing data: check that you are allowed to

I Before using the data: same!

I Having access to data does not mean being allowed to use it
(nor to redistribute it): Internet contents are not free to use

I What is the licence of the original texts? What is the licence
of your annotations?

I If it contains personal data (even without names it can be
personal): check compliance with the regulation (GDPR)

I Intellectual property, authors’ rights, owner rights, copyright...

 If you’re unsure: ask for counsel. Labs and companies usually
have a legal expert to assist (+ data protection officer).
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Maintaining and versioning

I Errors will likely remain in your annotations: think of how you
will update them when you or others detect errors

I Annotations can also be revised if you update your guidelines

I Keep track of all changes applied: git can help, see e.g.
https://github.com/universaldependencies

I Ensure reproducibility of experiments: use version numbers to
reference different versions of the annotations (& the data)

I If releasing your corpus publicly: get an ISLRN, register in the
LRE Map...
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The project



Overview

I Experience the annotation process yourself: for Open IE,
starting with existing guidelines (WiRe57)

I Use that corpus to evaluate open source tools for Open IE

I Group project (3 students, or max 4 if necessary): annotate
individually then adjudicate

I Main job is to explain what you did and to think about it, not
to annotate “perfectly”
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Data & guidelines

I Corpus of 40 sentences (already tokenized): online here

I Follow the WiRe57 annotation guidelines (online here)

I Reading the WiRe57 paper (Léchelle et al., 2019) will help for
the methodology and for understanding the guidelines

I Annotation format (plain text):

#1: Lorem dolor sit amet .
Lorem <TAB> sit amet <TAB> dolor
#2: Sed non risus .
...
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Annotation process for the project

1. Each student annotates sentences 1-10 alone (manual, fully
individual, no discussion with others or you will be biased)

2. Group discussion to share your views and debate
disagreements, decide on refined guidelines

3. Each student annotates sentences 11-20, using the group’s
refined guidelines

4. Group discussion for feedback and to finalize the guidelines

5. Each student annotates sentences 21-40, then reannotates
from scratch (no peeking, wait a bit to forget) sentences 1-10

6. Group adjudication: compare all versions for each sentence
and decide on a common annotation
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Annotation process for the project – quality control

Compute:

I Intra-annotator agreement between first and second versions of
sentences 1-10

I Inter-annotator agreement on the first version of sentences
1-10, then on the second (compare)

I Inter-annotator agreement on the complete corpus (1-10 v2 +
11-20 + 21-40)

I Agreement of each annotator with the adjudicated annotation
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Evaluation of Open IE tools

I Consider the adjudicated corpus as test data
I Evaluate 2 open source tools for Open IE in English: at least

Stanford Open IE + another of your choice (see suggestions in
the WiRe57 paper)

I Use 2 metrics: at least the F1 as applied in the WiRe57 paper
+ another variant of F1 (e.g. with inferred words, with a
different matching of predicted/references, with exact or
partial match of arguments instead of token-weighted...)

I Compare both tools, compare both metrics, and comment
I Write your own implementation of the metrics (not an existing

script)
I Data formats won’t match, some conversion code will be

needed: it is part of the assignment, don’t do it manually
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First submission

By December 30 (23:59): individual submission of

I annotations for sentences 1-10 (v1)

I short report (1-2 pages) explaining your choices, impressions,
concerns, ideas...

↪→ By email to me, titled “[IE-AKGC] Individual report for FirstName
LastName” + attachments

The earlier you start, the easier it will be: annotation work is
difficult to rush.
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Second submission

By January 15 (23:59): group submission of

I Each student’s full annotations (separate files for sentences
1-10 v1, 1-10 v2, 11-20 and 21-40) + the adjudicated ones

I Report (7-8 pages):
• ∼3 p. relating your disagreements, the choices you made as a group

and why, and reporting and commenting your IAAs
• 1-2 p. proposing ideas and suggestions (e.g. complements or

refinements to the WiRe57 annotation guidelines)
• ∼2 p. about the evaluation results and your analysis and comments
• ∼1 p. on your impressions on how easy it would be to automatically

extract a knowledge graph from this text, the challenges you see

I Code for computing the IAAs on your data (when run as-is
from your folder, it outputs the same numbers as the report’s)

I Code for computing the evaluation metrics on your data
↪→ By email to me (the whole group in cc), titled “[IE-AKGC] Group report

for First1 Last1 + First2 Last2 + First3 Last3” + single attachment (zip) 30



Grading criteria

I Richness and depth of thinking when annotating

I Compliance with the annotation process

↪→ Cheating to get perfect agreement will lower your grade

I Rigor in evaluation

I Quality of analysis and hindsight (including suggestions for
better guidelines)

 Part of the grade will be individual, part of it common to the
group

I If late: 2-day tolerance with penalty points, then zero

I Results: early February
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Licensing

I I won’t: reuse or distribute your annotations (except if you
explicitly tell me to)

I I might: draw inspiration from your feedback, as an input to
future research

I If you want to distribute your annotations: you need permission
of the whole group, they are the result of team work

I Raw texts are CC BY-SA 4.0 (EN Wikipedia page on Noam
Chomsky)
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See you next week!
first.last@inria.fr
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